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 र�म���च
Rama spoke

सिचत्त& �'���(र�द्या�त्म सिचन्नि+�द्रा� स्��त्म�र्श��& दिकयोत्प्रम�णी& भग�� $ कथमस्यो��र' जगत $।
(I understand that)‘Chitta’ is of the nature of perceiving, as the mind-forms of Devas, Asuras, etc; and is also
the sleep-state of Chit; and it wakes up by the Knowledge of oneself.  
(I have no more doubts about these previous instructions.) (However, I have a doubt like this now.)
Bhagavan, for how long, in what manner does the Jagat stay in its belly?
(Is there a time-limit for this world seen in the sleep-state of Chit?)

�सि�ष्टः���च
Vasishta spoke

वि�दि2 सिचत्त& �र& �'�म�(र& स्थ��र& न्नि3यो& ��ग& �ग& वि4र्श�च�दि� खगक6टा�दि�र�क्ष�म $।
Understand the Chitta to be (the forms of all that exist as) the Deva, Asura, non-moving plant-life, woman, 
Naaga-clans, mountain, Pishaacha, bird, insect and other crawling things, and the Raakshasas also.  
(Whatever wherever whenever is there as the ‘perceiver and perceived’, is the Chitta itself.)

प्रम�णी& तस्यो च��+त& वि�वि9 तद्यात्र र'णी(त�& आब्रह्मस्तम्बृ4यो�+त& जगद्या�सित �हस्रर्श�।
Know its measure as endless, where the Jagat (entire perception state) with its thousands of objects from a 
pillar to the Brahmaa level is of the measure of just a tiniest dust-particle.

[‘Chitta’ which holds the entire world like a small dust mote within, is endless in measure. It can hold 
countless worlds within it, and yet will have the capacity to hold more of such worlds. 
What is there that cannot rise in it, as a conceived perception? Chitta is limitless in measure.
But Reality that we call as Chit and Sat, is not that only, and transcends the perception-state also, which is of
a tiniest measure indeed!
How can any perceived state ‘understand’ the measure of Reality and its power to conceive?]

यो�'त��दि�त्यो4थ��?र्ध्वं�A �&यो�सित �'��& एतन्निCचत्त& भ?तम'त�4यो�+त�मला�क� सित।
That which can cognize even a star beyond the solar path is the Chitta level, which is without limits and is of
a taintless nature.

[Chitta can measure lands beyond the solar sphere, the worlds situated in other dimensions, and anything 
anywhere with its capacity for thinking. Yet it is the shine of Chit only; and so is taintless.]

एत�(ग्रं& सिचत� रू4मस्यो�+तभ(���9�यो� यो��यो�न्नि+त त�� �ग�न्निGत्त���गत उCयोत'।
The suffering state (as a Jeeva) is the level of Chitta. When two worlds are experienced in the Chitta as 
inside and outside, the world is said to rise out of the Chitta.
(The only difference between Chit and Chitta is the non-dual and duality states.)
 

सिचत्तम'� वि��(जH�& त��द्या+तवि��न्निज�त& ख& घटा'न्निJ�� �'ह'�( च�स्त' ��स्त' तदि�Cछयो�।
Chitta alone is the Jeeva. It is without the beginning and end (since it is Chit in essence).
Like the (undivided) space (staying as divided) inside the pots, it stays within the bodies; but not induced by 
a desire (or purpose) (of the Chit-state).

[Space is undivided; yet looks as if divided as the ‘pot-space’ and the ‘space outside the pot’. So also, Chit, 
the understanding-shine seems to be contained within the bodies, as if divided as many.

The ‘misunderstanding state’ is the Chitta, which sees the pot-space and outside space as two different space 
divisions; or sees the inside mind and outside world as two different things. This ‘misunderstanding called 
Chitta’ does not rise up as the world because of some conscious desire belonging to the Chit state.
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‘Knowledge of many’ is one only; and not many. Chitta is the knowledge of many; and stays as the divided 
states of the mind and the world, through ignorance. Destroy the ignorance. 
Knowledge alone remains left back; without the many.]

सि�म्��+�त�+भ(�� भ�ग�+ग�ह्णा�सित च जह�सित च �रिरत्प्र��ह�ङ्ग योथ� र्शरOर�न्निणी तथ� म��।
Dear Rama! The river, rushes along the higher and lower parts of the ground, going up and down (as its very 
nature of fluidity); so does the mind grasp the bodies (as the many and divided) (as the very nature of 
misunderstanding.)

अस्यो त्��त्म4रिरज्ञा����'� �'ह�दि��&भ्रम� र्श�म्योत्यो�श्व�बृ�र्ध'� मरु���प्रत्योयो� योथ�।
Through the complete understanding of the essence of oneself (AatmaJnaanam), this grandeur of the body 
etc (as divided phenomenon) will subside immediately, like the belief in the water seen in the mirage 
vanishes off by the correct understanding. 

[Even when you understand that the river seen in the desert is a mirage only, the mirage will not disappear 
for the eyes. You will continue to see the mirage, but will not rush towards it to quench your thirst.
Even after the dawn of Knowledge, the world will continue to be there as the ‘sense-knowledge’ as usual, 
with its grandeur of manifoldness; but you will not be fooled by the sorcery of Maayaa anymore.

[Rama! You wanted to know the measure of the world in Chit. 
Let us analyze the concepts of Jagat and Chit now.
Mind is the Jeeva. Jeeva is the mind.  Mind is the measure of the subtlest atom that is imaginable.
Mind contains Jagat as a collection of ideas within it, as its essence.
Therefore, Jagat is inside the mind. Therefore Jagat is inside the Jeeva.]

जगत्यो+तरणी(यो�त्र तत्प्रम�णी& दिह च'त�� त�'� च 4(म�&स्तस्म�त्4(&��म+त�न्निस्थत& जगत $।
The measure of the mind (Chetas) which contains the world is of the subtle atom-span only.
Mind is the embodied Jeeva; therefore the world is inside this embodied Jeeva only.

[Where is the world situated, inside or outside?
The common understanding is that – the mind (Chitta/Chetas) is inside the body;  the world is outside as a 
huge universe; and inside that huge world, this body stays like a tiny object at some place at some time.
Actually, it is the other way round.
The world stays as ideas /information/Bodha/Knowledge inside the mind.
‘Inside’ and ‘outside’ are also ideas that get produced in the mind.
The ‘collection of ideas’, which a man remembers or understands, as a world around him, is the ‘Chitta’.  
World is nothing but ideas and beliefs based on one’s understanding capacity.
World differs from person to person.

This Chitta is not a solid limb or any such thing; it is just a collection of ideas.
Brahmaa is just a collection of all these minds, as a total-mind-structure.
He is a ‘huge Chitta’ which is made up of all these ‘small Chittas’ as its parts.
That is why, we all see the same world, though made of different minds.
Chitta of each person is a mini-Brahmaa.

From an ant to Brahmaa, everyone has their own understanding of the world, as a form of this Chitta. It 
varies according to the brain-capacity of the physical body.
What the Chitta is, that alone is measure of the world which exists as that Chitta-form.
The world exists as the Chitta; and the Chitta exists as the man.
You yourself are the Svapna-world that you are dreaming. 
The measure of the dream-understanding is the measure of the world the dreamer sees.

Chitta and the world are the same and are of the same measure.
The world is as big as you think it to be. Your learning expands the world-idea.
More Bodha (information) of the world means more the size of the world.
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This learning capacity alone makes a man differ from a cow or a dog.
What you think; that is your world; but all the worlds are some dreams of some Jeeva-states, and are mind-
made only.]

यो��न्नित्क& सिचदि��& दृश्यो& तन्निCचत्त& स्�प्�भ?न्निJ�� त�'� च 4(म�&स्तस्म�त्क� भ'�� जग��त्म���।
Whatever is perceived as a world, is the mind that is experiencing some Svapna-state.
That alone is the ‘Pumaan’ (embodied Jeeva).
Therefore what difference is there between the world and oneself (as the mind)?

[You are the very world that is seen by you as the world.
Like a picture painted on a canvas by an artist, your own ideas and beliefs rise up around you as an outside 
world. Do not blame any destiny or a divinity and do not scream - ‘Why me’?]

सिच�'��यो& 4��थXघ� ��स्त्यो+योन्निस्म+4��थ�त� व्योसितरिरक्ता� स्�प्� इ� ह'म्��� कटाक�दि�त�।
Chit alone is the hosts of objects; there is no object-state as another one.
(Object is a ‘Bodha’ that you obtain as the varied sense perceptions.)
It (Jagat) is like the dream seen as if different from oneself; or the bracelet that is seen as different from the 
gold.

[The body that you know as the ‘I’; the ego-based idea-collection that is based on this ‘I’; the family, the 
friends, the house, the country; and the planet which holds all this; and the solar system which holds this 
planet; and the galaxy which holds this solar system; and the universe which contains countless such 
galaxies and solar systems; and the other universes in other dimensions which contain such countless 
galaxies…; well there is no end ever reached.
The ‘Perceived’ stretches more and more endlessly (as seen in the story of Vipashcit.)
All this is the Chitta, the perceiving process.
Actually Vipashcit (as the Self) never moved; but experiences flowed across him!
Where is an end to the experience-flow!

Each man’s world is what his Chitta understands as the world.
Chitta is the flow of experiences based on the constant presence of ‘I’.

Chitta has the (wrong) ‘Bodha’ that it is the physical body living inside a physical world, and it as the mind 
is inside the body as a part of a living thing; and it firmly believes its own wrong ideas; and stays deluded. 
It thinks that the body is the real person; and believes it to be so.
This is as idiotic as seeing pearl necklace in the sky and aspiring to obtain it; or running after the mirage 
waters to have a cool bath.

Chitta is the ‘world and the belief in its reality’ bound together.
Chitta is the rotten seed that has given rise to the rotten tree of the world.
Chitta is the very idea of manifoldness and limitation.
Chitta is the imagining power.
Chitta is the incorrect understanding.
Chitta is the belief in the reality of objects and the world.
Chitta is the mind-kingdom.
Chitta is the dreamer, dreaming the dream-world called Jagat.
Chitta is the Chit dreaming this world; that is why it is called ‘Chitta’, the extension of Chit as the dream of 
Jagat. The ‘solidifying process of the emptiness of thoughts’ is Chitta.
Chitta is formless; nameless; because it is Chit that shines as the world.]

योथ\क�'र्श' स्फु( र+त्यो�4�ऽम्बृ(र्ध_ 4�थक्ब्रह्मण्यो�+यो� सि�त्योस्थ�न्निGत� दृश्यो�न्नित्मक�स्तथ�।
In the ocean which is centered at one place, the water (as waves etc) is seen as different.
The perceived objects are also always in the Chit; and are not different from Brahman. 
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योथ� द्रा�त्�मम्भ�र्ध���4� जठरक�र्शग�� स्फु( र+त्यो'�& वि���ऽ�+यो�� 4��थXघ�स्तथ�4र'।
Just like the fluidity is innate in the ocean waters, and exists as not separate from it, the hosts of objects are 
in the Supreme (as not separate from it).

योथ�न्निस्थतजगCछ�लाभन्निcजक�क�र्शरू4र्ध�न्निक्चत्स्तम्भ�योम4स्4+�� न्निस्थत आद्या+त�न्निज�त�।
This Chit-pillar wearing the form of the Jagat-statuettes made of pure emptiness, stays as it is without any 
movement, without beginning or end.

[You might have seen huge stone pillars constructed as some shapes of lions, or women or trees or whatever.
These shapes though appear as if separated from the pillar, are actually the pillars only. The pillar and the 
statue are not different at all, and are one in essence; yet appear as two. So it is with Brahman and the Jagat, 
each within the other as one. The only difference between the solid pillar and Brahman-pillar is that this 
Brahman-pillar is made of emptiness only; as sheer knowledge essence. It stays as it is; Jagat is just the 
knowledge of the manifoldness.]

योथ�न्निस्थतसिम�& वि�श्व& �&वि�द्व्यो�न्निम्� व्यो�न्निस्थत& स्�रू4मत्योजCछ�+त& स्�प्�भ?म�वि���न्निखलाम $।
This manifold pattern of the entire world (Vishva), as it is, is established in the Chit-expanse; like the 
Svapna-lands (established in the sleeping person); without discarding its own tranquil  nature.

�मत� �त्योत� �त्त� च\कत� सि�वि��क�रिरत� आर्ध�र�र्ध'योत�+यो�+यो& च\तयो�वि��श्व�&वि����। 
Sameness (not different); truth (reality); existence; oneness, changeless-ness; belong both to the world and 
the perceiving Chit; as the support and supported (like the pillar and the statue).

[A golden bracelet can exist as the gold only; and the gold also can exist as some shape only (call it a bangle 
or a coin or a shapeless mass).
Chit-expanse which is the ‘understanding power to see anything at any time at any place’ can exist as the 
world only. 
World is of the same quality as Chit; it is also beginningless and endless as the Chit.
Bangle made of gold is gold only; and has all the qualities of the gold.

How long will the bangle last? As long as the gold lasts!
How big is the world? As big as the Chitta!
How big is the Chitta? As big as the Chit!

Actually Chit is just a formless nameless emptiness which contains nothing; but is just the state of 
understanding only.
Therefore, Chitta is also a formless nameless emptiness which contains nothing; but is just the state of 
understanding only.
Therefore, Jagat is also a formless nameless emptiness which contains nothing; but is just the state of 
understanding only.
The terms, Chit, Chitta, and Jagat, all mean the same thing as Brahman.
Wave, whirlpool, foam, water drops, all mean the same thing as the ocean.

Nothing exists except the Chit-expanse, the Bodha-shine! Who can measure it?
Can a salt doll ever measure the ocean? Before even the counting begins; it will be one with the ocean!]

स्�प्��&कल्4�&��र�रर्श�4दृर्श�सिमह �र�न्निeर्ध�रिर�म्बृ?��सिम��+योत्�& � ��थ��।
The states of Svapna, Samkalpa, Samsaara, curse and boon are all different like the waters in the lake, ocean,
and river (as various names); or there is no difference at all actually (since all are water-containers only).

[What is Jagat? What the Chitta conceives as some perceived scene!
Chitta is nameless and formless.
Chit-state, which imagines that ‘it is the Chitta perceiving the Jagat’ is also nameless and formless. Jagat is 
also nameless and formless.
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All the ideas of names and forms, all the concepts and their explanations, all the terms like Brahman, Chitta 
etc are all the products of intelligence only; and do not ever refer to the Reality which is indefinable.
These explanations are also not needed to realize the Reality-state, as it happened in the case of Shuka 
(mentioned at the beginning of the discourse).
Even the ‘Vaasishtam-study’ is not a necessary syllabus-text prescribed for obtaining the Realization state.
Vichaara is the only method, whichever world you belong to in whatever Chitta-state.
For example, this world here as the earth planet is the one where people have evolved to sleep, dream and 
wake up. Therefore the ‘Realization process’ is explained here as suited to these Chitta-states only, as 
referring to Jaagrat, Svapna, and Sushupti states.
As Vasishta previously mentioned, stories in this text were narrated, based on the mind-structures belonging 
to Rama’s world only.
In any other world, where the senses or more or less in number, where the perceived is a different scene 
altogether which is unimaginable for the BhooLoka residents, where the people never sleep or dream, where 
the sun is not the necessary lighting system of the world; where the Chitta-level is far too higher than the 
Chitta-level of the earth-planet here, there and all this text Vaasishtam helps in no way.
How can you explain Svapna-state of this world to some other-world resident who knows not what a dream 
is? Understand first of all, that the so called Chit-expanse, is not shining as ‘this one tiny world of a tiny you 
only’.
Even the great Upanishads, Vedas and wonderful texts like Vaasishtam belong to ‘this one tiny Brahmaa-
entity’ only, who has made this world, according to his conceptions.
These books may not suit the other world-beings who may have an entirely different kind of the perceived. 

We have seen Vipashcit describing varieties of Brahmaandas when in search for the Avidyaa’s end.  
Worlds exist in each and every atom of every world.
Chit-expanse is unimaginable! Chit-expanse is an unending library of perceptions.
This planet-world might not be even the size of a dust mote in that vast knowledge expanse! 
Jagat is not just this earth and its populace only.

Practice to think bigger; and understand the insignificance of any perceived world, anywhere at anytime. 
At the dawn of true Knowledge, the word ‘Brahman’ also becomes insignificant and meaningless. Words 
belong to Avidyaa state only.
So many Brahmaas; so many worlds; so many Brahmaa-less worlds also!
So many dimensions; so many varieties of beings belonging to varied universes! 
All these are dream-states of Chit-expanse, happening at once, at one instant, as already finished.
Look up at the sky brilliantly shining with countless stars!
Those shining sparks silently narrate the story of many civilizations that lived and died there, and exist now 
as nothing but as some remembered dreams of Chit!
What is this one earth in that great Reality which shines as the Knowledge of all!
What is ‘you’ in this huge ocean of Reality? 
What size are you or what size is your world as your idea-content?
You do not even live a life-span of an insect in this great expanse of eternity!
Jeevas here are gone the moment they rise, like the appearing/disappearing waves of the ocean! The people 
born here are already dead! 
After all, it is the dream of birth associated with death.
This dream of birth and death is known by the name of Jagat, Svapna, Samkalpa, curse, or boon also.
It is ‘Jagat’ when it is the Viraat-form; it is ‘Svapna’ when discussing it philosophically; it is ‘Samkalpa’ 
when explaining it as the logically formed world-perception bound by causality; it is ‘curse or a boon’, when
the Brahmaa of this world has set the rules for these also to fructify.

Call the water-hollows as lake, or ocean, or pond, or river, or ocean; that is your choice of words; but they all
contain water in some form or other, and are equal in essence; and this is an obvious fact.

Brahmaa is the gardener with his Samkalpa seeds.
He has sowed the seed of Samkalpa that ‘boons and curses should be a part of this world’; and that they 
should fructify when rendered by certain people.
It is like allotting power of attorney to some trusted ones to take control of people when necessary; so as to 
allow the Brahmaa-boss to rest in peace in his Chit-state.] 


